Praktikus Light – The most lightweight platform
Also suitable for outdoor use

 Load capacity 750 kg/m²
 Weight only 34 kg
 Tool-free assembly
 Easy handling
 Extensive accessories
 Suitable for outdoor use
 Suitable as seat grandstands

Praktikus Light

No other modular platform is so lightweight and can be set up so quickly
Quick-release lever for maximum comfort
and safety

Praktikus stages belong to the most popular mobile stages
on the market. The Praktikus Light extends the stage series
by a lightweight variant which can be used outdoors as well.
Can also be used outdoors
The „Praktikus Light“ is suitable for indoor as well as outdoor
events.
Low-weight through the lightweight structure

Besides, our new platform is equipped with our practical
quick-release levers. The key feature:
You do not need any tools to set the eccentric clamp. Simply
fold up the ergonomic lever and the clamp is free. Fold down
once again and the lever is securely locked – even under
double pressure. This simplifies the process of assembly
significantly.

The weight is considerably reduced thanks to a phenolic
plywood board. The Praktikus Light has dimensions 2 x 1 m,
which make it one-fourth times lighter; it weighs only 34 kg.
A special longitudinal brace ensures the required stability
and safety.
The key feature: The Praktikus Light is as stable as its elder
brother. The Praktikus Light has been tested according to the
most recent norms and standards and the TÜV Thüringen has
issued the GS mark.
Thus, the Praktikus light has a loading capacity of 750 kg/m²
according to DIN 15921 Entertainment technology – Aluminium platforms and frames.

Area (W x D)
Weight
Loading capacity (max.)
Usable area
Stacking height

100 x 200 cm
34 kg
750 kg/m²
2 m²
9 cm

The Praktikus Light platform elements are perfectly suitable for
the entire Mott stage system. However, you can also connect
these elements with platforms of other manufacturers. Ask us.
We have the suitable frame connector.
And if you wish to extend your Praktikus Light, you can search for
the appropriate accessories in the wide assortment of accessories.
We will be pleased to assist you in selecting the right article.
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„Praktikus Light“ at a glance

